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CHAPTER I
With the advent or the phonograph, opportunities lor
hearing the world's greatest artists have been made possible.
Appreciation of music has been • iven ^ tremendous promotion,
and educators the country over have been endeavoring to convert
the capricious listening lesson into something purposeful, in-
spirational, and satisfying, ixie development of intelligent
and discriminating listening should ue considered a major ob-
jective in the music program of the elementary schools.
I. THE PRGBSJS*
Statement of the problem. It is the purpose of this
course of study (1) to present a series of lesson plans that
will eifect ^rov/th on the part of the child in his development
of intelligent and discriminating listening; (2) to provide the
growing child with happy, successful, Satisfying experiences;
and {$) to show that listening lessons contribute to life.
Import nee oj the stud;/ . I usic is said to be a univer-
sal language. The language of our people is limited. We teach
our children the English language without any thought ol their
becoming great orators or writers. *<hy, then, should v/e not ex-
pect our children to know something of music without necessarily
thinking that a musical career should follow?

2. hile listening li just one phase of music educati on, it
is a most important one. There will always be more consumers
of music than performers or composers. Why, then, should there
not be just as careful planning in a music appreciation lesson,
as there is in an English lesson?
It is the purpose of this thesis to present a flexible
course of study careiuily designed to employ techniques and ma-
terials that will take the "listening" lesson out of the "cap-
ricious" category. Kanj of the plans and materials have grown
out of my experience.
II. OHGAMIZATIOli 01 M& TlihMS
Statement of the organization
. Lesson plans for each
of the first three grades of tJie elementary school are ^iven.
Wo attempt at any definite order has been made. It is an en-
tirely flexible program to be used as the teacher foresees the
needs of the pupils, .'uggested specific a ims for each of the
grades are given at the oeginning of chapters three, four and
five, before the presentation of any lesson the teacher may
also refer to the chart of general aims on page 11 to discover
the general aims for each designated unit. The lesson plans,
though they are not in any specific order, are grouped together
in the units designated on tnis chart. ihis is for convenience
Supplementary materials which will be of help in conducting
many lesson plans, suggestions for the preparation of the teach
——
—
—
era and students, l or the organization ol' luaterials, and for
evaluations will be round in the Appendix, following the biblio^
graphs. The bibliography ftill be of interest to those who wish
to delve further for more details in the field of music appre-
ciation.
±±x. i .ii'OKTiu^L 01 TBI drtlTS
Locomotor respons es . Physical respon.c-c is the most
natural response in the earliest years of a child, v.e should
let him feel the joy of running, skipping, clapping, and moving
in a variety of physical responses to music • It is an emotional
need for the child.
However the responses should oe more than a response to
rhythm or meter. The music should also contain a character of
mood which the child cannot help but reflect. This appeal will
do a ^reat deal in developing a love and appreciation for rhyth«»
mic .ausic. It v/ill help the child to lose self-consciousness,
^nd therefore respond to the .misic wholeheartedly,
melody and tone , A child can be guided to listen for the
melody and tone of music. The music used lor these reactions
should be oeautiful, simple melodies. Ttoo» lengthy coa.positions
are not to oe desired, as the cnild is not yet at the stage
where he can ^ive his undivided attention for a long period of
time.
(
4The teacher's reflection, here, for beautiful melody and
tone oill have un^boundin>; effect u. on the studfJits.
Dramatization and Interpretation * In free response the
children may listen to a record and then tell a story about it
as it occurred to them during the playing, or respond to it
physically - either as the record is played or afterwards. The
teacher should never tell a ;>upil that his is the wrong reaction.
Rather she should say that this is how she reacts, and then
show children either in wonls or in physical response. Dacour-
age free expression, but do not force a response.
In controlled response, the teacher relates the story
first, cuid then al^o^s the children to dramatize or interpret.
6he ftitht £.lso ».sk the children to tell her when tue diiferent
episodes of a story occur.
Instrumentation
.
Experience in discrimination grows
with eacn grade. As music grows more familiar to children the
difierent instruments begin to c.ssert themselves. Because of
the great interest in the radio, the school and comiaunity or-
chestras, it is fitting that these experiences be guided by
having the child become familiar with the instruments of the
orchestra. It will be tnen that die child will more fully
aprreciate these organizations. These impressions CBB be effec-
tively reinforced by visual aids, instruments shown to children,
and by stories related to the instruments.

5Phrasing . Alter the children have experienced locomotor
responses, they seem to move toward discerning patterns, and
the structure of music. Their aural discrimination becomes
vary keen. They are fascinated at how music is built.
Phrasing can be well approached through the rhythmic
sense. In developing t, e rhythmic rense^ this feeling for bal-
ance and form is thus evolved which leads to broader experience
in other types of music.
| oik dancing and folk music . In studying the music of
other peoples a more sympathetic nature, and an appreciative
attitude of their custo.as can be cultivated in the little childl
In addition to enriching the individual^ personality with such
broadening experiences, it is a wonderful opportunityr in fur-
thering friendly relations toward other peoples of the world -
thus makin^ it ii.ore possible for the establishment of one world.

CHAPTER II
If a reader is to fully understand a writer he must
know that writer's basic philosophy,
I. A PHILOSOPHY 01 EDUCATION
The development of the whole potential of the child is
more to be desired than the growth of any facet of his self.
The need of the new education is to produce a person who is an
integrated personality. The trend is implicit in Jesus' repu-
diation of the i/iosaic law: nYe have heard it said, but I say,
as a man thinketh in his heart, so he is,"
Antiquated theories were that a child should be drilled
until skills were instilled In him. It was the Israelitish
1
concept that a child was as a finely cemented well, into which
was to be poured the findings of the race. The race's concepts
were to be the concepts of the well-educated pupils. The teach"
er's knowledge and ideals were to be impressed upon the learner
and trained into his personality.
Newer concepts of education nave been based upon the hy-
la " Simple, unconscious imitation" - See Paul ..ionro6
Textbook in the History of Education , p.2,3>»
lb "impress them on your children" - see Deuteronomy -
Chapter VI - 6th verse -
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pothesls set forth b,, | ocrates that a child is a seed that is
to be cultivated, urowth comes from within. The teacher is
compared to a gardener that exposes the plant to influences
that will make for its healthy growth. The response of the in-
dividual is to be the major consideration.
.torwerly the important person in the process was the
teacher, The teacher who could perform given skills, and
command vast bodies of knowledge was then the ideal person for
instructing the youth. These persons have stood in the way of
self-expression and growth from ,vithi ..
Today the new philosophy recognizes the desirable teach-
er to be the person who appreciates the potentiality of the per
son being educated. l~he who is able to guide and stimulate the
child to grow and express itself; who can expose it to the best
and recognize the response of the child to his experience with-
out impressing upon the student what his experience will prob-
ably be, is today considered the good teacher. The shift in
emphasis has been from the teacher as center to pupil-oriented
education. It is the child who is the important element in the
j music program. Just as the teacher sho Id never replace the
2 Pg. 8l, Seven Laws of Teaching, quotation from Gomen-
ius: "uiost teachers sow plants instead of seeds; instead of
proceeding irom the simplest principles they introduce the
pupil at once into a chaos of books and miscellaneous studies,"

8ultimate objective which is the cultivation of the personality
of the child, neither should the subject. The needs of the
child should lead into an exploration of our rich cultural her-
itage.
Apparently all possess a degree of innate musical abilit;r
it is the teacher's responsibility to awaken within each child
an awareness of his \«orth, and capacity to grow and contribute
musically .
A subject is important because it is part of life, and
because of its capacity for enriching the total life. Unless
the child is receptive, no amount of persuasion will help to
have music become valuable to the child. Good attitudes can
be encouraged by enthusiasm, sympathetic understanding, and
appreciation. Although there is much the same in each indivi-
dual, there is much difference. The program must be flexible,
broad and varied enough so as to reach every child, drawing
out his best, and also to reach the majority at the same time*
Old methods called for drill. The continual repetition
by the child of idea? and techniques of the teacher was the
fundamental approach. A body of knowledge was to be imparted.
The method that makes for growth is the one that pre-
sents to the children the experiences of the race, and teaches
that interpretations of that history are not absolutes. The
(
evaluations of the teacher, if expressed, are made known to be
peculiar preferences, and not as final authority. The shift
has been from the idea of having achieved the ultimate to a
concept of growth. Materials for curriculum-making should be
from the child as well as from the culture of the child.
The growth of the personality of the learner is the
major consideration. His experiences are to be happy, success-
ful experiences, iiew materials and methods are to be determin-
ed by their appeal to the interest of the growing personality
of the child. The logical sequence and method of presentation
and organization and choice of materials must take second place
to the psychological order. Teachers must discover for what
the chi d is prepared.
This is clearly a point of view. There are strong force
4
lined up on the side of the Old as well as on the side of the
ftew. It is my contention that thousands of personalities are
annually being exploited by attempting to have them conform to
the concepts of the educational system or to the will of the
teacher. Systems that are recognizing that a child is more
than the sum of his parts, and are quick to respond to his
feelings are the ones that can be counted on to give the child
an education. The other systems ought rightly to be termed as
drilling or instructional institutions.
Consistent with this point of view, the purpose of this
*

10
unit la to surest methods and materials that wi_l meet the
child's needs in his everyday experiences, and that will nour-
ish his whole personality through the avenue of music* IL is
! an entirely flexible program, to be used as the teacher con-
siders the growth of the personalities of her pupils.



CHAPTER III
LESSOB PLANS FOR GRADE ONE
Suggested aims:
The development of:
1. A sense of rhythm through the child's most natural re-
sponse during his earliest years - physical response.
2. The desire to respond physically.
^. The ability to discriminate betv/een various rhythmic
types.
4 • A keener sense of feeling in listening to mueic descrip-
tive of those objects nearest to the child's interests.
5« The imagination and dramatic ability in responding whole
heartedly to descriptive music.
6. An interest in the violin, piano, drum, and trumpet as
solo instruments, and a taste for these instrumental com-
binations. Instrumentation is often as expressive of tonal
color as harmony is of chords.
7. The listening habit.
In many of the lessons, experience only is the aim. We
are not endeavoring at this point to drill for the sake of dis-
covery, or recognition solely. It is the most important object
to awaken a desire in the children for more music, and to sur-
round the child with music that is most beautiful, and nearest
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to his world. The music occupies the center of th- stage,
RHYTHM - LOCOMOTOR RESPONSE - WALKING
Materials:
Records*
1
Andante - Thomas - V £0079
March - (Lenore Symphony) - V ££014
Suggested Procedure:
1 # Setting of atmosphere: teacher walks into trie roora with a
slow walk, swinging her arras as she looks over the class,
fhen sne stops, she asks her children how many different
kinds of walks tney saw on their way to school. Several are
chosen to demonstrate wh^t they saw.
Tell the children they are going to hear two pieces which
will tell them ways of walking. £s soon as the music "tells"
them now to walk, they ma., try it.
Variatijns:
Intensity:
stuping, walking on tip toe, walking on heels.
Dramatic activity:
going to church, g .ing to school, taking baby out for stroll.
1 V refers to Victor records made by the R.C.A. Victor
Company of Camden, New Jersey.
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RHYTHM - LOCOMOTOR RESPONSES - MARCHING
Materials:
Records:
Nutcracker Suite liarch - V 1988I
The Big Drum - V 207I45
(The meter is loud - sort - soft - soft. A few chii-
ren can be given jingle sticks or the drum, and be
allowed to accompany after the meter has been recog-
nized.)
Toreador i ong from Carmen - Bizet - V 2276^ regular marcHm^
March - Gurlitt - V 20I4OI
)
Soldier -larch from Faust d
March of Tin Soldiers - V 20J99
Parade of Wooden Soldiers - Chauve fouris - V 21*>0l\*
Suggested Procedure;
1. Discuss various ways of marching:
a. People in a parade
b. Marching in the gym
c. Soldiers marching
d. Toy soldiers marching
2. Play records asking the children which marching seems the
most appropriate to them - real - toy - soldier.
5. Choose a few to dramatize the marching to the records.
Guide the children in swinging arms, in springy steps - livelj
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facial expressions - free, vigorous movements for real march-
ing; the stiff, jerky movements of toys that make one laugh,
4. Form a parade of both real and t£y soldiers, i-.llow the re-
mainder of the children to play red drum or on sticks.
RHITdM - LOCOMOTOR R££#OHS!S - KUtfiilKG
Material:
Records
:
Run, Run, Run - Concoi^e - V ^~lb^
Adagio - Corelli - V £465^
Ballet - Gluck - V . ^8
Etude Joyeuse - V 2J2767 (a combination of skips and runs).
Suggested Procedure;
1. Play any one record. Class listens.
Um .-.sk the first row to do what the record se ms to tell
them as you play selection again. Guide the children in
moving about the room as freely as flies, butterflies, and
birds move. Light running . At times, if you have the room,
use racing music and let tiit children get thi^ out of their
systems.
RHYTHM - LOCOMOTOR REoP .KSES - SKIPPING
Material:
Records;
Moment ^usicale - Schubert - V 7608

lb
Motive for Skipi-lng, B Major - .aiderson - V ii07^t>
Mm— for Skipping - V xot>ok,
Polly Put the Kettle On
V ^7bb
Lavender's Blue - English Folk -
Happy and Light of Heart - Balfe - V ^765
Etincelles - Moszkowski - V 83767
Suggested Procedure:
1. Play a record, and let cnildren decide whether music is
for skiving or not. Try out their responses. Compare their
responses witn record that suits response and with a skipping
record.
ki. Emphasize light and high ski 1<t.ing. (Beginners - one foot
walking and the otaer in step-hu^ rhythm of skip. Change
skip-ing foot frequently.)
o. Allow children to experiment with the drum and jingle
sticks in tr., ing to compose the skipping rhythm.
REVISE - RHYTHM - WALKING - MARCHING - RUNNING - SKIPPING
The preceding lessons have dealt with each of these
separately. The combination of all of these in a single le-.-son
once or twice should bring them home to all of the children.
The teacher should first ^lay these rhythms on the tom-
tom, with individual children responding. (It is good to try
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to have two who have good rhythm and two children who do not
do It together). Then, the teacher can select those who need
help and adjust the sped to fit the child's movements so that
the child may at some time get the satisf<ction of staying with
the music, .after each tom-tom Illustration, a record can fol-
low with the same rhythm, and finally the children will be able
to discern the rhythm without trie aid of the tom-tom,
RliYTHM - LOCOMOTOR RhSPOriiiX - TIPTOE
Materials:
Records:
Tiptoe March - V 20^26
Piano:
Rhythm xiook - L. aterman - pg. ^7-^9
Rhythm for Children - A. Jbarnes. - Mosher - "Tip Toe"
kugt.ested Procedure:
1, Leading question: *xre there ever any times at home when
your mother wishes everyone to be quiet? Possible replies -
baby sleeping, cake baking, dad sleeping, telephoning,
2, Khat do you do to be quiet? I sit down. I tiptoe,
3, -ask children to stand and see how many can stay on tiptoes
the longest.
I4. .-isk individual children to tiptoe - setting an atmosphere
for them first,
5, Play a tiptoe selection.

•6. Allow children to respond freely.
RHXTHM - LOCOMOTOR RLSPONSLS - SWAYING
SwTNG G - I
Material:
Records i
.boating on the Lake - V 20^01
Gong
Suggested Procedure
:
1. Play record so children may feel rhythm.
2. Play record again swaying your body in time to the music.
• Children will begin to feel rhythm and will sway with music.
^. Use the gong # having the children sway to one side for one
gong stroke, and then to the opposite side for another gong
stroke. Ring gong steadily. Have children swing arms in
wide range for each gong stroke.
ij. Play record again - allowing any swaying or swinging
approach the children may wish to try. Suggestions Response
should be whole body movement.
RHYTHM - LOCOMOTOR RLSPOiMSLS - JUMPING
Material:
Records?
Jumping - Ourlitt - V 20162
•
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Piano:
Rhythm book - E. Waterman - pg. 100 and 101
Suggested Procedure:
1. Discuss kinds of jumping one may do or see.
Jack in the Box
Jumping over a brook
Jumping rope
Jumping in place of walking
2. Have children try these responses.
3. Discus i noiseless and heavy jumps. Allow children to try
these.
l\. Play rocord choosing as many as you desire to respond to
music
•
iiote: Ciuide children in swinging their arms as jumps are take^i
RHYTHM - LOCOMOTOR RESPONSES - GALLOPING
Material:
Records
:
Kiggety Jig - V I989I
Light Cavalry - Von Suppe - V 20079
wild Horseman - Schumann - V 22162
Pictures of galloping horses
Suggested Procedure:
1. Talk about pictures you have displayed. This will likely
lead into an animated discussion of horses on farms and in
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the movies. Discuss how they look, how they sound, Aik soraej
one to imitate how they sound coming from a distance - when
they are where you are - when they are going away from you.
2. Play a record - adjusting volume to make the horses sound
the way just described.
5. In playing V 19891 - children might gallop on stick horses,
l\. nsk a child to imitate a mother horse - a colt.
5. Play V 22162 - ask the children what kind of horses they
heard.
6. Play V 22162 again. Ask the children to raise both hands
when large horses gallop - to raise one hand when the colts
gallop. Children may then be selected to dramatize each.
Other activities:
Have children gallop slowly in place. v;hen teacher says
"Oiddeeyap" , have children increase speed. V . en teacher says
11 Whoa, boy", children stop. Playing galloping music on the
piano and calling would be the best thing here.
iiote: Do not discourage action with feet and hands the first
time music is played.
RHYTLjI - Ri-VIiiW
Materials:
Records:
Happy and Light of Heart - balfe - V 22765
c
21
Run, Run, Run - Cone one - V 20162
Parade of Wooden Soldiers - V 20^99
Suggested Procedure!
1. Review drum lesson briefly, bringing up fact that drum
used to be the only instrument, and that today we have many
instruments v/hich play together. Define orchestra and band.
Point out that the orchestra as well as the drum of long ago
teils us to do many things.
2. Play V 20299 - and ask the children to let their hands telH
you what the music says to then.
The four whose response seems most accurate are asked to
come to the front of the room and lead the children in clapp
ing and then to march around the room themselves in time to
the music. Perhaps one could beat time with the drum, as
these four marched around the room.
ij. /*hat does this next piece tell you to do? Play V 22765.
\hat instrument shows us best how to skip? Choose one child
to play the jingle sticks while another ^roup skips around
the room.
5 j Follow the same procedure for V 20162.
IMSTRUMKIJTATION - DRUM
Materials:
A drum and sticks
Poem - The Boy and the Drum -

Drum
,
pagi 1.
Stories:
Kinscella, K.G« - Storylend - "The Drum That Scved Lambiuji",
page o-lG.
Kinscella, H.G. - The Man In the Drum - "The Soldier Who
Lived in a Drum" - p^.ge ,5-0.
"The Drum and the Lily" - page tf-9.
Suggested Procedure:
1. Tell something about the drum. (See Appendix, page 64).
Present march rhythm on the drum,
~/4 J J I J J
o. Present light skipping rhythm.
4. present running rhytmn.
& n s~i\nn
\
b m Allow one or more children to respond after each rhythm
is presented. Ii' they have different ideas do not discourage
them, but let tnem try both Ways, tnus finding out for them-
selves.
o. Allow some of the children to try to beat out each of the^e
rhythms for the class.

jMSfsmmtAfim - drum
Materials:
Records
:
Yankee Doodle - V 8< 166
The Big Drum - Jcely - V <i^74o
Drum and sticks
Toy drums or oatmeal boxes
Suggested Frocedure:
1, Show the children tne different ways of beating a arum
(hand - palm flat - hand cupped - knuckles - finger tips -
fists). Each child should be given an opj-ortunit./ for trying
out these responses on the rual drum - as well as on the toy
drums cind oatmeal boxes as at group,
c. Pl^y record V 2074.:.
o. Ask class what instruments they recognize. Play record
again so others may also recognize them.
4. Have children clap rhythm lcud-soft-soft-soft. Children
may also be encouraged to nod heads, tap feet, make marks in
the air or on paper.
5. Have several children march to selection while the remain-
ing signify rhythm some other way.
o. Present V a^luu in same manner. (This record tells the
Historic development of Yankee Doodle, as first known, then
as d fife and drum war- time march, lastly v.ith full b^nd.)

J C Jk
INSTRUMENTATION - VIOLIN
Materials:
Records - See Suggested Procedure below.
neal Violili.
Story - (Set; Appendix, page B5) •
Suggested Procedure:
1. Tell story oi' violin and study instrument with chiluren.
Prosent study of vi.lin in the following manner:
a) Simple melody
Sweet and Low - B^rnby - V iol74
Humoresque - Dvorak - V ^^164
b) Melody with piano accompaniment
Serenata - Moszkowski - V 20079
c) Melody with orchestra accompaniment
Heavenly Aida - Verdi - V 20801
d) Violin - in combination with
a) cello and harp
^t the Brook - BoisdeiTre - V 20078
b) flute and piano
Go Pretty Rose - Marzials - V
INSTRUMENTATION - TRUMPET AND CORNhT
Materials:
Records - See page c5.
Truapet and Cornet ===

2»
Pictures of trumpet and cornet
Suggested Procedure:
1, Discuss trumpet and cornet - purposes for which each is
used and the tone qualities. Show pictures.
2. Play records in following order:
a) Simple melody
Nazareth - Gounod - V 2017i|
Toy Trumpet - Scott - V Lji|56
b) uielody with piano
Light Cavalry Overture - Von Suppe - v 20079
(2 cornets)
c) Melody with orchestra accompaniment
lienor e Overture - beethoven - V 20^23 (trumpet)
d) In combination with:
1) trombone and piano
Serenade - Schubert - V 19926 (cornet)
2) drum
Trumpet and Drum - bizet - V 197>0
DRAMATIZATION - BEAKS
materials:
Records:
Petrouchka - Stravinsky - l^th scene - V Album M 57I4
Of a Tailor and the bear - ;iacDowell - V 20155

JSuggested Procedure:
1. Discuss "Bruno" - how he walks - how he acts (perhaps in a
zoo) - what he eats - how clumsy he is, etc.
$* Play the Stravinsky record exclaiming beforehand that the
class is to pretend it is at a circus. : .hen the record is
finished you would like to kn^w what nois es they heard. Re-
peat piaying of record so all children will recognize tne
clumping of the beur. Choose a few to dramatize,
o. Tell the story of the tailor and the bear (See Appendix,
page 91-9^) . Pla^ the record. Choose a few to dramatize
the story as the record is repeated.
J DRAMATIZATION - FA JilES
Poem and Music Correlation
Materials:
Records*
waltz No. 9 - V S0162 b
Rustle of Spring - Sinding - V SOlgl
Poem:
"Have You Watched the Fairies?" - kose Fyleman - (See Appen-
dix, page 8»i).
Suggested Procedure:
1. Read poem.
d. Discuss fairies asking questions such as:
How do fairies move about?
«
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Where do fairies live?
Are fairies real persons?
..here have you heard about fairies?
^. Play record telling the children they may do anything the
record seezas to tell them, (It is a good idea for the teacher
to respond along with children).
Records;
Pizzicato ~ Sylvia Ballet - V 1166
Amaryllis - G-hys - Seredy - V 20169
Pictures of snow
Suggested Procedure:
Follow same procedure as preceding lesson on lairles . Use
picturesque adjectives such as whirling snowflakes, lazy
snowflakes and tumbling snowflakes.
DRAMATIZATION - SHGWFLAXES
Poem and Music Correlation
ivlaterialss
DRAMATIZATION - WIND
iJ oeiu and .-.usic Correlation
materials
:
Records;
Whirlwind Tourbillon - V 20525
Wind Amongst the Trees - Briccialdl - V 203iju.

Poem
11 The wind" - R. Li Stephenson
Pictures of wind atmosphere
Suggested Procedure:
follow procedure as outlined in dairies lesson.
DRAMATIZATION - CLOCKS
Correlation; Poems and Music
Rhythm and Dramatization
Imitation in iusic
Materials:
Records:
The clock - Kuiiak - v 20399
TIck-Tock - Dann - V 2062lj
In a Clock Store - Orth - V 35792
Poems:
Klnscella, H. G. - book I - I toryland
"Tick! TockJ" - pg. 85
Clock Hhjme" - pg. 86
"The Little Clock" - pg. 87
Suggested Procedure:
1. A visit to a clock store could be a preceding adventure
for individuals.
2. Read poems.
^. Play record without any comment.
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l\. Allow children to give their impress ions ol' the music,
5« for suitable action, and for the learning of the whole,
half and quarter notes - tfel« could follow The Clock . Class
imitates large clocks. Arms in front. Clap on first beat
of the measure - swinging arms from left to right.
Small clocks - twice for each measure.
Watches - four times to each measure.
MELODY - MOTHER GOOSE PaRTY
Materials:
Records:
Mother Goose Melodies - V 20212, V 20621
Mother Goose Songs - Decca 75>572
Suggested Procedure:
1. Teach several Mother Goose i^ongs (those presented on
records )
.
2. Tell of a Mother uoose party, following the idea of a
regular birthday party that children have. Have children pan-
tonine each cnaracter.
2. Flay records while children listen quietly.
/4. Flay records having chosen several to dramatize while clasi
sings along with record.
-xELODY - CONCERT PROGRAM
materials:
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4. Allow children to give their ii^ressions of tnc mubie.
5, For suitable action, and for the learning of the whole,
half and quarter notes - tnis could follow The Clock ; Cl«ss
imitates large clocks. Arms in front. Clap on first beat
of the measure - swinging ^rms from left to right.
Small clocks - twice for each measure.
Watcnes - four times to each measure.
MELODY - MOTHER GOOSE PARTY
Materials;
Records
•
Mother Goose Melodies - V £0212, V c06cl
Mother Goose Songs - Decca Record 7o57;s
Suggested procedure:
1. Teacn several Mother Goose Songs (those presented on
records)
.
Tell of a Mother Goose party, following the idea of a
regular birthday party that children have. Have children
pantomime each character.
o« Play records while children listen quietly.
4. play records having chosen several to dramatize while class
sings along with record.
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MELODY - CONCE T PROGRAM
Materials:
Records
:
Morning Song - Grieg - V ..0.543
Narcissus - Nevin - V 20
To A Wild Rose - Mac Dowell - V £OBi34
Dance of the Flowers - Tschaikowsky - V 8664
Minuet in G - Beethoven - V ^0164
Hungarian Dances - Brahms
Waltzes - Strauss
The Swan - St, Saens - V 7201
Barcarolle - Offenbach - V ^0011
Nocturne - Midsummer Night's Dream - V 2276b
Suggested Procedure:
1, Before this lesson is given, the teacher should talk to
the class about the concert - as it is given in the community
or in a large city. Discuss concert manners, and tell them
they are going to practice these concert manners in the music
room at their n<=xt lesson. (Perhaps the home room teacher
would be willing to have each child make out a concert ticket
|
which could be used throughout the year).
2« Any number of records may be chosen for the concert pro-
gram. Ho?/ever, it is important that at least one number on
the concert should be familiar to the children.
/ifter^ ^ch^ehild

begin with the announcement of the selection to be played.
After each number the children should be allowed to clap as
at a real concert.
i4ote: The concert lesson may oe ^iven four times daring the year
DESCRIPTIVE fciUSIC - ELaKIrJCz MOOD THROUGH RHYTHM
materials:
Records:
calm
f
happy
peaceful
joyful
'Lullaby - Brahms - V 22160
Cradle i on L - I chubert - V 20079
Lullaby - hmmett - V 19926
narcissus - rievin - V 20qij2
Skater's altz - aldteufel - V 219^8
Horning - Grie^, - v 19926
Waltz In D flat - Chopin - V 7270
*
boating on the Lake - Kuliak - V 201401
To A ild Ro.se - liao&owell - V 22161
by the aters of winnetonka - Lieurance - V 21972
Juba Dance - Dett - V 131750
Spanish Dance- ..ioszkowski - V £^769
Irish Washerwoman - Trans. Sowerby - V 221^1
Suggested Procedure:
1. Play records in any order, telling the children that they
should listen quietly to hear some of the ways music can make

us feel. Discuss calmness, haziness, peacei'ulness, and joy-
fulness ith the children first.
c.m Let all responses coiae from the children. Do not discour-
age dny responses, nor tell any child he is wrong. Tell him
you feel another way. Do not force any responses.
FOLK DANCING
Materials:
Records:
Did You Ever See a Lassie - German - V 17568
Here We Go 'Round the Mulberry Eush - German - V 17104
How D'Ye Do My Partner - German V 175e8
Looby Loo - English - V 17567 (See Appendix, page 64).
Suggested Procedure:
1. Discuss briefly the country und the people of the folk
dance you are going to teach tne children.
Teach the children the words that go .,ith folk dance #
o. Listen to the record.
4. Sing with record.
5. Teach dance by musical phrases.
b« Dance tne whole - singing.
7. Dance the whole - singing with record.
Guides:
1« Preserve continuity.

2. Encourage freedom.
Review dances learned often.
HALLOWEEN
material:
Records
:
The Pitches Dance - MacDowell - V 20^96
Picture of Halloween witches
S u ( Se s t ed Pr o cedure
:
1. Play record with no comment.
2. nsk for impressions. Bring in discussion of witches. Ask
the children what witches do on Halloween night.
2. Play record again telling them to listen carefully because
the music will tell them what some witches do on Halloween.
a) Rides on broomstick into the sky.
b) iooms down to earth to play a trick on someone.
c) Rides up into sky again.
d) Disappears into the clouds when Halloween is over.
CHRISTMAS
Materials:
Records
j
Silent Wight - Gruber - V 2^24$
The big Drum - F-eely - V 2074$
The Music Box - Uhys - V 2lf^

mft
Knight of the Hobby Horse - Schumann - V 20^99
The Hobby Horse - nering - V 2hft^
Galliwog*s Cake walk - Debussy - V 219I45
iAarch of the Little Lead 2 oldiers - Pierne - V 19750
Waltzing Doll - Poldini - V 20668
..larch of the Toys - Herbert - V 911*8
iuggested Procedure:
1. Play "silent i*ight M as the children come into the room.
2. "in just a lew days Christmas will be here. How happy
everyone is at this time of the year. There are so many
secrets. Mother and Dad go downtown shopping - and perhaps
they have taken you with them to meet i-anta Claus and tell
him what you v. ant lor Christmas. V»hat a happy day that is J
xind as you walk down the street, everyone seems to be smiling
and you can hear timcling Christmas music. You feel so happy
jj
1
you can hardly keep your feet from dancing, linally, Christ-
mas Lve comes and pructicaily as soon as you finish your
supper you han^ up your stocking, put out a glass of milk and
cookies for Santa, and jump into bed hoping that morning will
come real soon. *.s soon as you sleep, perhaps you dream that
all the toys Santa has put under your Christmas tree are hav-
ing a party. The music box lid flips open and begins to play.
The hoboy horse begins to rock» That funny, loveable, rag
doll begins her floppy dance while the beautiful graceful dol^
waltzes around the living room in her lovely white dress. The
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big drum booms and the little lead soldiers stiffly jump
out of their box mid begin marching around the Christmas tree*
Oh, what a wonderful time they seem to be having - but they
can hardly wuit until their new owners wake up in the morning
and find the.;; there J ,f
The records can either be played as the story progresses
or played after the story is told asking the youngsters to
tell you what toy they think it is.
PATRIOTIC MONTH OF FEBRUARY
Materials:
Records
;
£tars and iitripes forever
ill Capitan - Sousa - V 22082
bugle Calls of U. S. Army - V 27675-6
America - Carey - V iji^O
bod Bless America - V 261^8
I.u^.ested Procedure:
1. Define "patriotic" for the children. Discuss all the pat-
riotic men born in February.
2. Play the inarch record. Allow children to respond freely
at their se«ts. A few might be chosen to form a parade the
second time the record is played.
3. Play the bugle Calls record. Perhaps one child might dram4
atlze as the record is played. Explain bugle calls.

l\. knd the listening lesson singing "America" along with the
record after the children have listened to it first, (The
teacher should emphasize that each child should listen care-
fully to the record as he sings. Otherwise children and
record will not be singing together.)

CHaP'jl'LK IV
LESSON PLANS 1-OR GRADE TWO
Suggested aims:
1. Continued development in physical response to rhythmic
music
•
2. Continued development in discriminating various rhythmic
types.
J. Development in sensing meter.
Ij. Development of the feeling for balance and form through
phrasing.
5. Continued experience in listening to solo instruments v/ith
the addition of the violoncello and the harp.
6. Experience in descriptive melodic type of uoisic.
7. Continued development of response to mood.
8. Continued development of concentrated listening.
If the child does not have the background of rhythmic
music as previously provided for the first grade* the teacher
raust see rhat he is given this experience. I ith this background,
only, can the child move on to responding to the descriptive
mood of the music as well as to the rhythmic mood. In respond-
ing wholeheartedly to descriptive music, the success will de-
pend upon the teacher's attitude, 'rhe teacher can, just as well
as the children, feel the ioy of responding. If the teacher re-

M
1
fleets her api reciation, trie child will, also.
RHYTHM - LOCOMOTOR RESPONS S
Materials:
Records:
Military March in D - Schubert - V .;L'76b
Run, Run, Run - Concone - V
flap^.y and Light of Heart - Balfe - V L^7o5
Tiptoe March - Anderson - V b056;c
Boating On the Lake - Kullak - V 20401
Light Cavalry Overture - Von Sup; e - V 130079
Suggested Procedure:
1. Initiate lesson by telling children you are gv ing to test
both their memory and ability.
Pla„> record, asking children to concentrate their listen-
ing, hen record is finished, they are to raise their hand
if i.he music told tiiem to do something- (locomotor responses).
>vsk impressions. Try out the responses of those who dif-
ler. Form parade of those getting the correct response.
1 Glenn, M.j DeForest, M. , Music Appreciation For Every
ChildA (Mew York 2 Silver Burdett , pg^-5£^

RHYTHM - DISCiaMIHATlOH
Materials;
Hymns:
Abide With Me - V 56222
Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring - V 14973
Marchess
Soldier's Chorus - Verdi - V B3764
Stars and Stripes Forever - Sousa - V o5805
Lullabies:
Sweet and Lo* - Barnby - V cl949
Wlegenlied - Brahms - V 8763
Dances:
Pizzicato Polka - Strauss - V 1757
Dancing Doll - Poldini - V 20668
Suggested Procedure:
1. Letter hymn, march , lullaby and dance on the board.
2 m Explain to the children that you shall play an example of
each of these records. The first response may be at the
seats. hen a hymn is played they may clasp their hands in
prayer; hen a march - they may "march" ith their hands;
Jien a lullaby, they may pretend they are rocking a doll;
when «. dance, they may make their hands "dance".
r
3, A seoond rosponse may be done by those designated - In
the front of the room,
rhythm - mpei ssjsug
toaterlnls
:
Records
2/h time
In the iie Ifry - fraith - V 1989I
I fee You - V I7158
The Windmill - German - V 17719
The V'.arnin£ - German - V 20^0
>:U££ested Procedure;
1, Allow children to listen to record first, (The indications
of meter sensing might be the nodding of the heads and making
marks in the air),
2, Have the children find the one
g
v/ith your guidance. You
might select a few to make t ,arks on the board every time they
hear the oner.
Have the children find the ones and lighter beats. Chow
them how to conduct this ueter, ^ \/
» jo
RHYTHM - DISCRIMINATION
Materials
:
Records
dairies ^orch - Mendel »sohn - V 2216ij

Story of Oberon and Titania, (Tee Appendix, page JU-t>l)
.
Suggested Procedure:
1. Tell story of Oberon and Titania.
2. Play record.
3. Ask following questions:
How would a king march? (Long steps - I4 counts per step)
How would a queen arch? (Shorter steps - 2 counts per
step)
How would fairies march? (Very short steps - 1 count per
step)
il, Have one child at a time co;ue to the front of the room to
demonstrate the marching of each character, while cnildren
at seats clap the value. The drum may also be used.
5. Play record, having children demonstrate the marching of
the characters to the music.
RHYTHM - CORRELATED WITH. MKLODY
Materials:
Records:
Rhythm:
Strauss Polkas
Straus e .altzes
ivielody
:
Rustle of Spring - Sinding - V 20121
To a Vild Rose - MacDowell - V 11^2

On Wings of £ong - .uendelssohn - V 208olj
tiu^gested Procedure:
1, Introduce lesson by reviewing briefly the kinds of loco-
motor responses the children have had. hxplain to the.n that
some composers want the rhythm of the piece they are writing
to be the most important thing, while other composers want
us to notice only the beautiful melody.
2. Flay records, asking children to tell you, after the recorc
has been played, for what they think the selection was corn-
posed - rhythm or melody.
PHRASIiiG - LKSSQM A
Materials!
Records:
March fro... .alceste - Gluck - V 22168
Gavotte from Alceste - Oluck - V 22765
Theme fro., bonata in a - ^ozart - V 22179
Love's Dream After the ball - Gzibulka - V 22767
Pizzicato - Deiibes - V 20^22
Suggested Procedure:
1. Kxplain how when we listen to music .e hear many tunes.
These little tunes are called phrases. (Letter word on board)
Sing one of the song« your children have heard and learned,
asking the^i to listen carefully to see low many little tunes
or phrases it has, ^fter discovering them, ailnw the children -
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to lorm a pattern for each tune, the second time they sxng it.
X^/S^y x - hands coming together
Zm Ask tne children to close their eyes as you play a record,
U
and to listen Ci-refully to see if they can hear the phrase,
0. Pla., record ogain leading the children in phrasing the
song,
4, In V ^u5c<i the childreii may designate the phrases by loco-
motor response. They ma/ jump at close of each phrase.
PHRASING - LESSON B
Material:
Record:
Wild Horseman - Schumann
Suggested Procedure:
1. Play record to see if children recognize it from first
1,r^de experience. Ask what response the record gives.
2. Ask the children if they could tell a story abo^t the music
Accept any story that is fitting,
o. Ask the children to try to phr.se the selection. (There
are two very lignt tunes together, and a heavier tune once)
4 # Ask the girls to phrase tne lighter tunes, and the boys to
make their hands gallop on the desk for tne heavier tune.
•
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INSTRUMENTATION - VIOLIN AND VIOLONCELLO
Materials:
Records*
Violin:
Coppelia Ballet - Delibes - V £6215
Dance of the Mosquito - Laidor - V S4.1
.Andante Cantabile - Tschaikowsky - V 84539
Violoncello:
William Tell Overture - Rossini - V
Marmotte - Beethoven - V ^4788
In the Boat - Grieg - V 84789
Pictures of violin and violoncello
Suggested procedure:
1, Play a violin selection. Ask the children what instrument
they hear. Ask tne children to tell you all they remember
about the violin, and to point out the picture of one to you, j
^. Discuss the violoncello (see Appendix, page 85). Play
violoncello records, finally comparing it with the violin.
INSTRUMTNTATION - HARP
Materials:
Records:
Waltz of the Flowers - Tsehaikowsky - V £Q5i^
Narcissus - Nevin - V gQl&L
J
1)5
Picture of harp
Sug<_>°sted Procedure:
1. Discuss harp and its qualities, Show picture.
2. Play records.
DRAMATIZATION - DWARFS AND GNOMES
Materials:
Records:
March of the Dwarfs - Grieg - V 22177 A
March of the Gnomes - Kebikor - V 22177
Dance of the Gnomes - Liszt - V ll81|
Llfin Dance - Grieg - V 20079
In the hall of the Mountain King - Grieg - V 202i|5
Suggested Procedure:
1. Play V 22177 A after you have told the children yon would
like them to listen to the music carefully so that they might
tell a story from the iiusic. Play record twice.
2. The story can then be told, or one child could dramatize
the story he has thought of and allow the children to speak,
guessing what the story is from his dramatization.
^llow all the boys to dramatize as the record plays. (They
may portray busy dwarfs who work all day, become tired, and
finally scamper home to go to sleep. The next morning some
go to work immediately, while otner. take their time about it*)

1*6
ftote: See "Come and Caper" by l.b. Whitlock for Interpretation
of "In the Hall of the fountain Kln^ . Guide the ohildren to
recognize the heavy repeated boss in V 22177 B«
DRAMATIZATION - DOLLS
Materials:
Records:
Golliwog 1 s Cake fcalk - Debussy - V 219I45
I Dance of the Chinese Doll - Hobikov - V 221657I4
Waltzing Doll - Poldini - V 20l6l
Jeu d» infants - bizet - V 12373-1;
Suggested Procedure:
| 1, In advance of the lesson, ask the girls to bring their
favorite rag doll to school on that day.
2. Have the children pronounce "Debussy". Explain something
of the selection, V 219I45 - that you are going to play for
them. (See Appendix^ page 92)
.
3. Flay record. Ask children how they would describe the
I dance.
|i 14. If the class is unusually bright they might be able to tell;
that the dance has three sections: lively first section, con-
trasting mood in the second section, and lively third se-ction
5. Have children dramatize selection - or have the owners
help the rag dolls to dance.
6. follow the same procedure with any other record you choose
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DRAMATIZATION - INDIA!,.:
iaterials:
Records;
Chant of the SrieJcfe Dancers - Hopi Indians - V S0Q4^
Dance Song - Osaha Indians - V c<JL74
Shawnee Indian Hunting Dance - V ^144
War Dance (Cheyenne) - V <2XAA
Indian Songs:
Aooah (paeblo) - V :,ulo
By the Weeping Waters - V M%8£B
Lullaby (Pueblo) - V ZVdlz
Indian Lullaby - Swift - 7 £6690
pictures
Suggested Procedure:
1. This unit could most effectively be given when the child-
ren are studying i bout the Indians. Perhaps their teacher
could have this topic as a project, with the art teacher also
cooperating.
Introduce Indian music. (See Appendix, page 8k*).
o» Play records, letting the children enjoy theia for »hat
they are.
4. Allow dramatization.
in
>
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MOOD DliXKIMINATIOH
Materials:
Records:
Forsaken - (sad) - V ;al9oo'
The .uirlv^ind - (playful) - Krauts - V £0525
Cradle bong - (restful) - Schubert - V 20079
On tfings of bong - (happy) - Mendelssohn - V o848
Pictures that might suggest the mood of the music.
Suggested Procedure:
1* Write on the board the different mood reactions as the chi
dren respond to your question concerning this*
2. Do not tell names of records. After playing each one, hav£
the children tell you their reactions. Have them s elect the
picture tn^t best salts tne music,
JNote: Guide; do not force responses.
DESCRIPTIVE g THE ClitCUS
Materials:
Records:
Carnival of animals - bt. baens - V 7auu-l
Clowns - MacDoweli - V aalo.>
Pictures of circus animals.
suggested Procedure:
1* A good atmosphere can be established by telling the ehlldj
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ren that they should pretend they are at l circus. They are
going to go to all the cages to see all the different animals
'dm Play records, seeing if the children can guess the animal
the music portrays a fter end of selection,
o. Choose taose to dramatize.
^. play the Circus Parade (V 20154) and liarch of the Animals
last, having the cnildren dramatise the parade*
0gSQ&im?g MUbIC - IMITATION IK DbbCuIFTIVE MUJIC
Correlation with Oral English
Materials:
Records:
In a Clock Litore - Orth - V A
Hunt in the Black Forest - Voelker - V
Suggested Procedure:
2* Tell the children you are going to play a record without
telling them the name. After the record is finished you would
like someone to tell the class a story of the record. - Play
V 35792 B.
In playing V o5?9«d A, ask the children to listen to how
many cIocks aru a^ard, auen the clocks run do«n, and »nen they
arc *ound.
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DESCRIPTIVE MUSIC - RECURRING THEME
Materials:
Record:
Of A Tailor and A Bear - MacDowell - V 20152
Suggested Procedure:
1. Tell story (See Appendix, page &X-QB)m
is. Ask the children to listen quietly to see if they can dis-
cover when the bear comes into the shop. Ask them to raise
tneir hands when this happens. Also ask then to listen to
what the tailor does to his violin before he plays the tune
for the bear.
DESCRIPTIVE MUSIC - MUSIC CAN PAIS?
Materials;
records:
The Snow Is Dancing - Debussy - V 4fc&8
Spring Song - Mendelssohn - V 11463
Midsummer Night's Dream - Mendelssohn - V ^yl64
pictures
Suggested Procedure:
1. Compare painters with composers who "paint n pictures with
music. Discuss why people might like a painting - music that
paints a picture,
2. Ask children to close their eyes while music is playing to
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see if a picture is painted for tuem in their minds.
3. Allow children to tell of their "pictures".
4. Show pictures of the different seasons.
5. At a later date the children may be given drawing pc^er
and crayons to draw the picture the music paints for them.
DESCRIPTIVE - OCCUPATIONS
Materials:
Records
:
Blacksmitn - Mozart - V iiu7c-9
Harmonious Blacksmith - Handel - V t-OloO
Ha^y Farmer - Schumann - V cG158
Of a Tailor and a Bear - MacDowell - V cGl5s
Spinning Song - Mendel~so*in - V ^*7j7
Whoopee - Ti - Yi- Yo - Cowboy - V ^4546
Pictures of various occupations
Suggested Procedure:
1* Above each picture, placed on the blackboard tray, letter
the name of trie occupation as a child volunteers the answer.
Play records in any order, having the children listen very
carefully, After record is finished, have them volunteer
their choice of occupation for that record. Do not tell t-ny
cnild ht= is wrong, but rather tell them what the name of tne
record is after you have discussed with them why they cnose
as tney did.
-
FOLK MUSIC - CR/.DLS SOKGE OF MANY NATIONS
Materials:
Records:
Row to the Fishing Ground Norwegian
Hush, 0 Hush Thee Swedish
Sleep, Baby, Sleep - German V £0395
Hush Jibye, .-.ngel - Bohemian
The Jasmine Flower - Chinese
Slumber, Baby, My Little Brother - French
Slumber, Slumber, Oh My Dearest - Italian
Lullaby in E Major - Decca record 677ol
Poem: Japanese (See Appendix, page d7).
Sug fo esx,ed Procedure:
1. HaVo ciiildren sing an America cradle song,
3* Play songs or other nations so they may hear different
ways Mothers of other nations sing to their babies.
3* Re^d Japanese poem (See Appendix, page 87) to children,
4. play Japanese record.
HiiLLOWiAAN
Materials:
Records:
Halloween - Lettish - V cc^O*
Pitch's hide - Hu^erdinck - V cOSko
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itch's , altz - Humperdinck - V 25170
Halloween Pictures
THiiNKSG IV IttG
Materials
:
Records:
Hymn of
iiorning
Thanks - Lllerton - Beethoven - V 2.hfrf\\
iiymn of Praise - folk - V 2^53
CHRISTMAS
Materials
Records
0 Little Town of Bethlehem - V 2^214^
Santa Glaus is Coming to Town -
The Hobby Horse - V 2ij^3
:,iarch (trumpet and drum) - Bizet - V 1973°
Impromptu - (top) Bizet - V 197^0
..iarch of the bittle head ioldiers - Piei ne - V I431J4
V.altzing Doll - Poldini - V 20668
Berceuse (cradle song) - Bizet - V 2575^
The Lnow is Dancing - Debussy - V 4298
Suggested Procedure:
1. Have children sing n 0 Little Town of Bethlehem" with the
record after they have listened to it once.
2. Play "Santa Claus is Coming to Town".

i3, Tell a story of a little boy going to bed the night be-
fore Christmas while the snow was dancing (play V ii298), of
Santa climbing down trie chimney and leaving all sorts of toys
for the little boy and his younger sister.
4. Play records to see if children can tell what toys Santa
brought to these children.
Dixie - Emmet t - V 21950
Yankee Doodle - Old *ir - V ^4272
Battle Hymn of the Republic - Howe - V 22083
My Days Have lieen ^o - ondrous Pree - Hopkinson - V 4OIO
(George Washington's favorite)
Suggested Procedure:
1. These records are to be played purely for enjoyment and
for acquainting the children with more patriotic luusic.
2. The children may march to one selection.
PATRIOTIC ^1'JSIC i-OR FEBRUARY
»iater ials
:
Records:
qUlET LISTESIHG - CONCERT PROGRAM
Records:
foment i-mnical - Schubert - V 7508
Far Llise - Beethoven - V 14^22
Minuet in G - xieethoven - V 20164
f
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minuet - Paderowski - V 20169
minute »«altz - Chopin - V 2063J4
Invitation to the lalt* - eber - V 6642
Country Gardens - Grainger - V 20802
Gavotte - Thomas - V 20l\l\$
Scarf Dance - Chaminade - V 20346
Largo - Dvorak - V 20^22
On the Trail - Grole

CHAPTER V
LESS ON PLaNS FOR GRADE THREE
Suggested Aims:
1. Continued development of rhythmic discrimination.
2. Continued development of the feeling for meter.
2. Continued experience in sensing form through phrasing,
I4. Experience in rearing music of contracting moods.
5. acquaintance with the flute and review of the instruments
learned heretofore.
6. Experience in sensing correlation between poetry, pictures
and -usic.
7. Continued development of independence in respon. e to music.
8. Opportunity to study composers.
9. establishing a taste for worthy music.
The purpose of the following rhythm lesson; is purely
j
for experience. It would be a mistake to drill to get perfect I
responses and thus', to overlook the main objectives of exper-
ience and pleasure. The teacher should not hesitate, at this
Level, to incorporate any of the preceding rhythm lessons if
3he thinks they wo:ld benefit her class, .viany of the preceding
j'hythm lessons may be used with variation, such as intensity,
;empo, and pattern, "if the teacher will bear in mind that a
nensitive feeling for rhythm involves a trained ear and is an
iiccomplishment th.t must come through much and graded experience,
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she will be satisfied to see a gradual development and the rnis-
1
takes of drilling will be avoided."
RHYTHM - DISCRIMINATION THROUGH THE DANCE
(Court and Peasant)
Materials
:
Records:
Minuet - "Don Juan 1 ' - Mozart
minuet - Beethoven - V 206^9
Country Gardens - Grainger - V 20802
•'-.hepherd's Hey - English - V l666
Pictures:
The Minuet - Pfeiffer
Story:
"Court .lusic" - H. G. Kinscella, Book III, pg. 1^5.
Suggested Procedure:
1. Read Story
2. Contrast the minuet as danced in the courts of i-urope,
and during the colonial dajs of America with the dances of th4
peasants. View picture.
2. Play records so children may hear the contrast.
ij« Teach the minuet to music:
1 Glenn, M., Deforest, H» f Music Appreciation i- or Mrery
Child, (i«ew York: silver, mirdett and Co., 1^26) pg. 8%
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1. £«tep, step, step, step, point.
2. £tep, step, step, step, point.
3. ktep, step, step, step, point,
l\ . A slow turn
5 • bow
RHYTHM - DISCRIMINATION THROUGH THi. DiiftCE
Discerning a Simple, Repeated Rhythm Pattern
(Negro and Spanish)
Materials:
Records:
Juba Dance - Dett - V 217^0
^>panisii uance — uranauOE — vi^iii
Lug0ested Procedure:
1. The "Juba Dance" was written by a Negro composer. He wrote
many pieces along with the Juba Dance which gave scenes of
Negro life. rite on the board. Clap it for
children, and see if they can do it.
2. *hen a Juba Dance is being danced, a third of tho e par-
ticipating watch the other two-thirds v;ho do the dancing.
They who are sitting down, stamp on the ground with their
feet on the eighth notes, and follow it with two quick hand
claps, (li. G. Kinscella ~ DMuelo and komance")
3. Play record asking children to listen quietly.
l\. Play record again choosing one of the most talented child-
1
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ren to clap rhvthm. The teacher mi^ht stamp the 8th notes
and have the children clap the loth notes and vice versa.
RHYTHM - DISCRIMIDIATIOH - POWU), ITALY, .viD J^PAN
Materials:
Records
:
..usurka in D iiajor - Chopin - V 15^1
Tarantella i^apoletana - La Danza - Rossini - V 202I4
Kappore - Decca 7721
Pictures of people dancing f^om these three countries
Suggested. Procedure:
1. Discuss briefly the peoples of Poland, Italy, and Japan.
2. Show pictures of people dancing from these countries.
5» Play records seeing if children can tell which country be-
longs to each record. Point out similarity of spirit - and
peculiarities.
4. Play records again allowing children to enjoy the rhythms,
Memory record: Mazurka in D iiajor - Chopin
wote: "jiappare" tells of rejoicing farmers at harvest time.
RHYTHM - MLTLR
materials:
Records
The dell - V
waltz - Schubert - V 20^01
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Suggested Procedure:
1. Play record V 20J4OI.
2. iisk children to listen for the ones and when you signal
they may clap only the ones .
3» i^lay record - alter a few measures children may begin clap-
ping, Jod to those clapping correctly.
ij. ^sk children what meter it is. Play a fe measures so the^j*
may hear it clearly again,
5. «sk children this time to clap the ones strongly and to
clap the twos and ohrees lightly.
6. Conclude lesson by phrasin.^ selection together,
7. Play V 19^96> proceeding in the same manner.
RHYTHM - RKVIEY/
Materials:
Records
:
Fairies March
dairies Dance
Story:
l<ellx Mendelssohn, The Joyous Composer - Kinscella Reader -
book IV - pg. 81.
Suggested Procedure:
1. Read story of Mendelssohn.
2. Ask class if anyone remembers the story of Oberon and Titan
ia from last year.
Mendelssohn - V 22i61j
«
Child relates tale,
ij. Play the march, asking two children to ...arch like fairies
J J J J ve another child put the notes on the boare
as a fairy would march.
I, Play the march, askin^ two children to march like a queen
c) ol . Have" a child put the "queen" notes on board,
6. Play the inarch again asking; two boys to march as a king
would O a are a child put this note on the board.
7» "Did you know that after the kint:; and queen made up, the
fairies were very happy and danced to this tune?" Play
Fairies Dance.
RHYTHM AfiD PHRASING - CORRELATION OP
POETRY ..ITH >USIC
materials:
Records
:
. altz Op. 15, ^o. 1 - Aoschat - V 22169
altzes i*o. 1, 2, 9 - Brahms - V 20162
Poem:
The ; wing - R. L. Stevenson - "Child^ Garden of Verses"
{Zee Appendix^ page 88),.
i u£,. ested Procedure:
1. The children could learn "The .Swing" in their English
class. Review poem or have the children recite it before the
records are played. Emphasize the rhythm of the poem.
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2. Play the first record asking the children to swing with
the music.
5. Play j.altz Ho, 2 without any comment. note carefully thosij
who swing, well. Choose these children to come to the front
of the room when selection is finished.
L\. Ask the children at their seats to phrase the music as you
play it again while the children at the front swing.
% Play record again, telling all the children that since it
is swinging music, they are to phrase it this time, in the
motion of arm swinging. (There are four swings to each
phrase.
)
6. Chailen^e the children to see if they can softly count
the ones as they phrase the music. The teacher should be the
glide here.
Materials!
Records
:
Vesper Hymn - Sicilia - V 20351
Suggested Procedure:
1. Play record.
5. Ask the children to find the ones as you mark them on the
board. Play record. I ^
PHRASING - SEMSIHG FORM
2. rtsk_ children to phrase it.
J J J J I J J J j three times.
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i4« "Sk the children to find the ones and weaker beats as you
mark them on the board. I » ' 1 " ' I ' 1 1
5. Tell the children they are to conduct 1 2'$l\ as you play
the record again. Put this diagram on the board to show them
how to do it. Conduct along with the children.
MELODY - CONTRASTING MOODS xiND RHYTHM
Materials:
Records
:
i'he ;,itch - fschaikowsky - V 20?99
Serenata - Moszkowski - V 20079
inarch of the uittle Lead I oldiers - Pierne - V 197^0
Lullaby - Brahma - V 2017ij
Jumbo »s Lullaby - V 7147
Nocturne - Chopin - V 20161
Suggested Procedure:
1. Play any group of records, asking the cnildren to listen
carefully to see if they can tell you the difference in mood
between the two records, or if they think the records make
them feel the same way. In group two the teacher might choos^
a few to form a marching parade, and for the lullaby, the
girls might phrase the song by pretending they are rocking
baby to sleep.
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MELODY AID TONE - QUIET LISTENING
Materials:
Records:
Evening Bells - Kullak - V BOOTS
Morning - Grieg - V o573i5
Loi Hear the Gentle Lark - Bishop - V o<
To Spring - Grieg - V ^15o
Picture:
"Song of the Lark" - Breton
Sugi.es ted Procedure:
!• These records may be flayed purely for enjoyment, the
cnildren giving what responses tney feel.
After hearing these records at one lesson, trie teacher may
ctt a later date, distribute crayons and drawing paper, and
explain to the children to draw whatever the music paints for
them. This is an excellent tool oi evaluation.
INSTRUMENTATION - VIOLIN, CELLO, PIANO
Materials:
Records:
At the Brook - Boisdefire - V 30344
Serenata - Moszkowski - V UtsXGQ
<
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Suggested Procedure:
1« Play a part of record.
k;. Ask ho% m^ny instruments children near.
^. .Vrite names on bo^rd.
4. Display pictures of instruments.
5. Play entire record. Emphasize different quality of cello
and violin.
d. What instrument has melody?
ir 7, Does it have melody all througn?
Note: Review of Strings:
procedure:
1. Have children tell story of violin makers of Cremona.
Display pictures. Distinguish.
6» Select memory composition. Class identify by name and
composer and tell anything else they have learned ab^ut the
composition.
INSTRUMENTATION - FLUTE
Materials
:
Records:
Wind Amongst the Trees (flute, - V cUc44
Elfin Dance (flute) - Grieg - V 20079
To A Water Lily ( violin, flute, cello, harp) - MacDowell -
V 18648
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Suggested Procedure:
1. show picture of flute, or a real flute,
g« Tell children it is a woodwind instrument,
5* Play a flute record. Discuss its quality. (See Appendix,
page b4-So).
4. play "To a Water Lily".
5» Ask pupils to name instruments they hear, What two fam-
ilies of instruments are hec.rd?
DESCRIPTIVE MOSIC - ££i LaliTd ON WHICH WE LIVE
Materials:
Records:
At the Brook - Boisdeffee - V 30&44 (violin, cello, piano).
Fores z Murmers - Liszt - V 7870
Tnunder and Lightning - Strauss - V ^519
Suggested Procedure:
1. Discuss nature, guiding the children to the discussion of
the three topics: the bro^k, forest murders, and thunder and
lightning, i-hdeuvor to draw out moods thet a child associate!
with these.
~. Play records, having children tell whether they believe
that record is about a brook, forest, or thunder and lightninj
After drawing out tneir impressions, put n^me oi record on
the board and play record a^ain.
u
•

DESCRIPTIVE - CORRELATION OF MUSIC
WITH POETRY (A)
Materials
:
Records
Clair de Lune - Debussy - V lulu
Moonlight Sonata - 1st movement - Beethoven - V o5j1
Terrasse des Audiences au Clair de Lune - Debussy - V 7962
Poem:
The White Window - James Stephens (See Appendix, page 88)
.
Suggested Procedure:
The presentation should be logical, and the teacher should
tell only what is necessary to draw from the child his ov.ii
impressions
.
DESCRIPTIVE - CORRELATION OF MUSIC
WITH POETRY (B)
Materials:
Records:
Wind Amongst the Trees - Briccialdi - V ^0544
Prelude No. 3 - Debussy - V 7148
Poem:
The Wind - R.L. Stephenson (See Appendix, page 66).
Suggested Procedure:
Same as preceding lesson.
V
— 1
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SHSSCRireiVE - IMITATION
Materials
:
Records
nnvil Chorus - Verdi - V 2U12J
Picture of a blacksmith
Suggested Procedure:
1. Discuss blacksmith and his work - how he makes shoes for
horses, nd how he fits the horse.
2. Present record.
DfUiiiiKTlZATlUN - HiiNSiiUj awD GRkTbL
)
Materials:
Records:
Hansel and Gretel records - V 22175-22176
^ ongs
:
Heel and loe
A Riddle
^ usie Little ; usie
Prayer
Suggested Procedure:
I. i^eam songs
2. Have children teil the story of Hansel and Gretel to te-ach-
er. ask them where they think the songs would sound best in
the story.
(
2. Define opera and play.
I4. Tell how Humperdinck used old German folk tunes in Lhe
opera.
5. flay records asking children to listen very quietly.
6. Flay records - and relate .story along with records.
7. Choose a few children to dramatize the .story as the music
plays.
DRAMATI i 0M - tARM L,IFh - FOLK DiiiiCItfG
materials:
Records:
Happy Farmer - Schumann - V 201^8
The Thresher - uerman - V 20^1
farmer in the Dell - folk - V 2i^32
Suggested Procedure:
1. Dxscuss farm life specifically emphasizing the farmer and
threshing when it is brought into conversation.
2. Put names of records on the board - omitting Happy in
' nappy i-armer" •
$• Flay records, asking children to identify the_. .hen
"£Lapp$ rarmer" is played, ask children to supply missing word
as they think the iuusic tells.
I4. j±s each record is played the second time, have four child-
ren dramatize the action (;„ore children for farmer in the Delll)
.

STUDY Of COMPOSERS: J. H^YDN (17o2-1809>
Materials:
Records:
16th Century Dance - V 7c.)b
Toy Symphony - V £0^15
Picture of Haydn
Suggested Procedure:
1. Introduce Haydn showing a picture of his.
2. Tell story (See Appendix, page 82).
o. Tell something oi* record,
4. Play record,
5. Allow children to discuss record under guidance.
t>. Play record again,
STUDY OF COMPOSERS: MOZART (1756-1791)
Materials:
Records:
Lullaby - V 2216Q
Turkish March - V 1193
Story:
nThe Little Magician of Music" - Kinscella Reader, Book V,
page 74.
picture of Mozart.
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Suggested Procedures
1. Read stor>.
8* Ask the children to listen carefully while the record is
placed to sec- if the, can tell you sn&t instrument is beii.g
flayed, Play a portion of the record.
5* They will probably s,-y it is the piano. Repeat a portion
of "Turkish liarch 1' and p.*ay a few measures on the piano after
wards.
4. The children will probably £&y it is nc<t as loud or heavy
cis the ^icii^, lx4 i^in to tfcc&l it is an instrument tn«_t w t»s
used very much during the days of Mozart. It looked almost
like a pi«no, but did not have any pedals as our picjios tod,.y
have, Therefore, its toxics sere ver„. iignt.
o. Play record u~vin^ fcfee children tell you their responses
when recurd is finished. (Very lively urid running not^s;
.
STORY AND MUSIC CORRELATION
IK kSTRUM:hT,.TIOK
FORM - 5 PART SOKC FORM
Materials
:
Records;
Narcissus - Kevin - V or f lJ.4-*9
Suggested procedure:
1. Tell the Greek legend of Narcissus (See Appendix, page 89-
90)
*i. Pla? record, having the cl^ss listen specifically for the
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transition when Narcissus turns into the flower. (The form
is ..AiiA with the question and answer in each section).
Question Answer
A
A
_____
i
J ansition
il
,
. _______ — _________
^. Play record a^raln askin0 the children what instrument plays
the melody first - and what other instruments are heard,
(iiain theme by cello - taken up bj the violin - and finally
tne harp and flute intermingle).
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APPENDIX
.c
£UGGE£TED GUIDE? IS PKE£Ei*TIJiG
appreciation LErsoa
T e a char - pre par a t i on :
1. have a definite purpose and philosophy In presenting
a ^isuening lesson,
2. The atmosphere is important • ^ake it as pleasant as
possible
.
Do not talk too much before the record is placed.
Endeavor to have the music speak,
4. nave the children become familiar with records, riepe^
tition for this reason is desirable,
5. nelate listening activities with the child * s world
and his needs,
6. Guidance in the direction of skillful questioning in-
tending to arouse pupil's own thought power. Victor - .ni^lc
Appreciation for hit tie Children ,
7, Use musical terms, but do not expect children in
0rades 1-^ to retain them.
o. Do not force responses.
Do not tell a child he is wrong Rather, tell him
jou have a different idea about it.
10. Draw out expressions from children.
11. Stimulate children to discover their innate ability.
Use visual aids.
1?. Uuide child i en to act independently.
r
t——. . . — ,. . , 1
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llj. If possible, have the arrangement of chairs in the
uiUsic rooa different from all other rooms. Try to maintain an
informal, warm atmospnere.
Organization of Materials:
1. a *;ood phono, raoh, electric, if possible.
2. (iood needles.
5 • Records.
a. Careful, artful selection.
b. Play before purchasing.
c. Keep in careful file so the} are easily
access able.
d. allow turntable to warm up before placing needle
on record.
e. Start record at beginning or beginning of phrase,
allowing a record to start in an unsatisfactory
place (i.e., after a measure or so) is not food
psychologically
.
4. ell selected pictures.
!
># Charts of instruments.
6. bulletin board.
7« motion pictures.
3. Kadio.
Child- pre parat ion:
There are waj's of listening - intelligent listening and
rt
r
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just merely listening for pleasant sounds. Children want to
learn to listen intelligently.
1. The listening lesion should be an outgrowth of the
child's daily experiences.
2. stimulate creative imagination when there is no real
experience to build upon.
Correlate as much as possible. Plan lessons along
with the geography, history, English, and art teachers.
ij. stimulate further responses by skillful questioning.
5- Tell stories which consist of incidents and exper-
iences of a composer, stories that have been written about diff
erent selections, stories of the romance of ins truments.
6 # Use visual aids.
Reference: California Syllabus of Music for the Elemen-
tary tirades.
Evaluations:
1. Does the child really enjoy his musical experiences?
2. Does he respond freely?
^. has he realized success, and therefore, confidence?
4. Does the child develop a love for worthwhile music?
5» Does the child ask when he is going to have another
listening lesson?
6. Does the child act independently?
7. Does the child ask Mother to buy him a phonograph, or
'if he has one, to buy records of superior quality?
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8, Has the child's sense of rhythm developed? - his
discriminative powers?
9. Has the child developed a more sympathetic understand"
ing of those he lives with?
I Haydn, Joseph. l?^2-l809
Joseph Haydn was born the same year as the first Presi-
dent 01 the United tates - 1732. His father and mother were
poor peasants who found it very difficult to stretch their
money for the things they needed. However, they loved music
very much - and it was quite often that Mr. Haydn, who had a
beautiful tenor voice, sang to his own harp accompaniment.
Little Joseph loved to hear .is father sing, and when he began
to show how musical he was, Mr. Haydn sent him to Hamburg to
study, kittle Joseph worked very hard, but it was said he was
given more beatings than he was food. You see, he had to work
for this m-ster in order to get his music lessons.
When Joseph was six years old he sang in a church choir,
played the violin and the piano.
All through his younger days Joseph did work very hard -
but was fuil of fun and loved to play pranks. He used to play
[for street dancing, because people would throw him pennies and
!
these pennies helped to buy hiaa food.
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Joseph Haydn composed his best music in his later year?.
He «aa such a kindly old man people called him "Pappa Haydn".
Mozart, Wolfgang. 1756-1791
Wolfgang Mozart was. a very happy boy, who liked two
things best when he was small. Those were playing names with
his older sister, and listening to music.
His father played the piano beautifully, and how little
olfgang used to enjoy the evenings when a man used to come to
visit his lather with a trumpet. Mozart used to dance while
they played.
iviozart's older sister played the piano. He would listen
very intently as she practiced, and then, afterwards, he would
trj to , ick out little tunes on the piano. £oon he was able to
take lea sons, and he learned ver;> rapidly, i-ven at the age of
five, he played music he composed.
This young bo$ wr.s'so thrilled when, one day, the king
asked him to play for him. The king invited many people, and
after everyone had enjoyed Mozart's pluying, he was presented
with a violin. All through his life Mozart played the piano,
organ, and violin, and composed much music.
Reference: Glenn and Khetts, Universal School *uuslc
I eries.

DhNCE
Looby Loo
Single circle, hands joined, Skip to left until words
"Saturday night" are sung. All put right hands in towards cen-
j
ter of circle, then stretch right hands away from center of
circle, All shake rl^ht hands hard, and turn in place. Repeat
for following verses,
London bridge - Page 1j7
Farmer in the Dell - Page A4JL4
Reference: Lor othy LaSalle, Rhythms and Dances for the
Elementary (irades «
INSTRUMENTS
Drum, bass
The bass drain is a large shell of wood, and its j.;itch
is very low, but indefinite, because of its power, it was used
in our earl}/ military bands a great deal. The head of the bass
drum is not wooden, like Pinnochio's head. It is played with a
soft-headed stick. You. can hear a bast: drum even ii you have
many players playing loud selections. The bass drum can imitate
the firing of guns, or crashes of thunder, .hen it is played
softly, it is very solemn,
i lute
The flute is descended from the eldest wind instrument -
the hollow reed, A Greek youth regarded flute playing afl a

necessary and polite accompli shment • The range of the flute
Is approximately three octaves, its lower notes are warm, but
the higher notes are very brilliant.
Violin
The first violins were made in Italy by Gasparo de f.alo
( l';l40-1609) • The cit^ of Cremona was the center of the famous
school of violin makers. Antonio £ tradivarius, pupil of Nicolo
^mati, made some of the finest violins in use today as did Amatl.
iV^ere are seventy pieces in a violin, and the wood usually is
maple, pine, or sycamore. The violin bow is usually made of
Pernambuco wood, which is reddish brown; the hairs are from a
horse's tail, bleached white, and rubbed with resin. There are
about 200 oi these hairs on one bow. The tones of the violin
can do many things: weep, pray, burst, sing, and sigh.
Violoncello
The collo is a development of the ancient knee viol.
Violoncello means "little big viol", but people shorten the word
and usually say cello , The strings are thicker than the io-
lin, and are twice as long. The bow is shorter and he vier.
The tone oi the cello is warm, and, usually, the cello is called
upon to be the singing role in the orchestra, singing romantic,
religious or sorrowful roles.
Trumpet
"The ancestry of the trumpet is most ancient. It origin-
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cited in tntf horns of animals, or in certain sea shells, which
^rjLiaitivc; men fashioned into crude instruments capable or sound-
ing but one note, Tne oldest extant form of the instrument is
the snof.-r, the raai f s-horo trumpet still used in modern syna-
gogues, ojid sounded as a formal summons to the congregation on I
the Jewish New Year," The trumpet is a brass tube about eight
feet in length. The mouthpiece Is cup-shaped and one has to
put his lips against it, using a non-pressure system, to produce
aound. The natural tone of tne instrument is quite brilliant
and cle«r. A good player can make the tone warm, soft, and rich,
Comet
The cornet is related Y^Tj- closely to the trumpet. How-
ever, it is not used in orchestras very much. It is a band in-
strument, born the early part of the nineteenth century. It is
more easily played than the trumpet, but Its tone is not so
brilliant.
Reference: Charles 0* Connell, The Victor Book of the
Symphony. (New York: Simon and Schuster, lybb)
POEMS
"Have You Watched the Fairies?" from "Fairies and Chimneys" by
Rose Fyleman. Copyright, 1920 by G.H. Doran Company.
Have you watched the fairies when the
rain is done
Spreading out their little wings
to dry them in the sun?
I have, I have J Isn»t it fun?
-•
i
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Have you heard the fairies all among
the limes
Linging little fairy tunes to little
fairy rhymes?
I have, I have, lots and lots of times J
Have you seen the fair-its dancing in
the air,
i^nd dashing oil behind the stars to tidy
up their hair?
1 have, 1 have; I've been there
1
"Japanese Lullaby" translated by fc-higeyoshi Obata.
Sleep, sleep; lie down, dear; go to sleep]
hell on tne floor, mg dearest baby, and sleep!
Do you remember yesterday
your nurse was gone,
Gone to her town across the
mountains of the north?
What did she bring for baby home from
yonder town?
I lutes and z.iouth organs and a thunder
sounding drum;
Doll do,._s of paper and doll tumblers
fat and round,
i«ov» on the iloor ^y sweetest baby lies to sleep,
cleep, sleep; xie down, dear;
go to sleep!
Koii on the floor, my dearest baby, and sleep!
"The Lnowstorm" selected irom "Pieces for Lvery ,ionth in the
Year" bv Love joy ano ^dams, ^oble and Noble, N.I.
e are free! v;e are free I the snowflakes cried,
And gently sinking to the ..round.
Hurrah! Hurrah! away we hide.
Now we're whirling, and twirling, and dancing
around,
The jolly north wind! how he makes us fly,
tad whistles the tune we are dancing by.
e -over the valleys, we cover the hills,
« oury the flowers and frozen rills,
vve 're dashing out this way, and that way again,
.;e're dashing against the window pane.
Tnen away, away, away, away,
t.e'll make a track for the merry sleigh.
ic
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"The .Swing" from A Child's Garden of Verses by Robert Louis
Stephenson • («. i. ^ac^ii-un Co., iy^7)
How do you like to go up in a swing,
Up in the air so blue,
Oh, i do txiink it the pleasantest th^ng
Lver a child can do!
Up in the air and over the wall.
Till 1 can see so wide,
Rivers and trees and cattle and all
uver the country-side
Till 1 look down on the garden green,
Down on the roof so brown —
Up in the air I go flying again,
Up in the air and down!
"The > hi te indow" by James Stephens
«
The Hoon comes every night to peep
Through the window where 1 lie;
but 1 pretend to be asleep;
^nd watch the Hoon go slowly by,
«>nd she never makes a sound]
She stands and stares] And tnen she goes
To the house that f s next to me,
Stealxn fc by on tippy-toes;
To peep at folk asleep maybe
--
.and she never makes a sound]
"The v.ind" b,, Robert Louis Ltephenson.
1 saw you toss the kites on high
and blow the birds about the sky;
i\nd all around I heard you pass,
iiike ladies 1 skirts across the Lrass
0 wind, ablowing all day long,
0 wind, th.it sin f.s so loud a song]
1 saw the different things you did,
but always you yourself you hid,
1 felt you push, X heard you call,
1 could not see yourself at all --
0 wind, ablowing ail day long,
0 wind, that sings so loud a song]
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STORIES
Indians (suggested story for presenting Lesson in grade t*o).
The Indian's way of making music ifi different from cur
way, and, sometimes, when people hear it, because it is so diff-
erent, they do not sto^ to think before they say, "It is mono-
tonous, and not very interesting, n
I know an Indian woman in Hew York State who went to a
concert of our music, and though the very same thing - tnat it
sounded all ali.«:e, except that some pieces were long, and others
were short
.
,/e get used to one thing, and it seems to be the only
tiling we can understand. #e are going to listen to some Indian
music in our rooin, ai.a shall try to understand and enjoy it.
Added notes: An Indian Mother always sang a tune using
the syllables: do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, ti, do; instead of words
when she put her papoose to sleep in ^ hamaock.
A young man who was too shy to sing s love song used the
flute to play to his lad,>-love.
Narcissus
Among the Greeks it was believed that Narcissus was a
beautiful youth who lived in tne woods long ago when there were
still all kinds of fairias and nymphs there. As he lu.d never
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seen himself, it happened that when he cane to the bank of a
stream one day and leaned over and saw hiiiaeelf, he thought he
was seeing some lovely maiden in tne water, ^fter he tried to
out his arms around her to draw her fro.:, the stream, he found
there was no one there. Then he oecame very foolish. Ho could
not stay away J Torn his mirror. He just must sit there and lean
over the water to catch a view of himself, ;vli the time he was I
thinking how handsome he was, but all the nymphs and fairies
were thinking how foolish he was, AMI so the story goes that
one day when he was leaning over the water admiring himself, he |
began to change into something else, instead of remaining a
beautiful youth who could run about, he was changed to a flower.
The gods let him keep on doing the only t. ing he really wished
to do — that was to lean over the water and look -t his own
picture.
Reference: leachiag ..aisle fr om an appreciative Basis
,
i.iohler, p, 47
•
Oberon and Titania
Oberon and Titania were king and queen of the fairies.
At one time they had a disagreement over a changeling boy whom
Oberon wanted for a page. Titania refused, and so the lovers
quarreled.
iJow Peek was quite a player of pranks, and was noted for
this throughout the fairy kingdom. One fine day Oberon sent
for Peek, and asked him to fetch the flower that would make a

person fall asleep. Then this person wo ild fall in love with
the first man or woman he would meet after awakening.
This flower caused quite a lot of trouble. It was in-
tended for Titania, but, before the end, two other couples re-
ceived the potion, and everyone was falling in love with the
wrong person.
The first character Titania saw v hen she awakened was a
clown who had an ass 1 head upon his shoulders. Therefore, when
i'itania next saw the king, he asked for the channeling boy, and
she i.«mediately gave the youngster to hi ilt .
Oberon had what he wanted. He then gave Titania another
potion, unci she immediately forgot everything that had happened
The king and queen were a^ain on friendly terms.
Reference: ihakespeare, j> iuiri summer Hlght 1 s Dream .
il 'lailor and the bear
One day an old tailor *a« sitting in his little s-rhop in
a village sewing on a man's suit, reside him was his old vio-
lin which he played al/nost every da^ especially when he became
tired, and needed a rest fro... his work. Then he would play
merry tunes. This day he was so busily intent upon his work,
he did not hear the door open. He kept on sewing, finally he
looked up, and ther was ti bear. The little tailor was so
frightened, he didn ! t know what to do. .<hat do you suppose he
1
did? Yes, he \ icked up his violin c.nd played a merry tune.
What do you suppose the "bear did? He danced! You can imagine
how happy and relieved the tailor was t:.en.
The Golliwog *s Cake Walk
"The Golliwog's Cake walk" is a picturesque composition
in which Debussy glorifies, for the moment, trie caperings of
a golliwog - a French rag doll. It employs, in part, old scales
and modes, and throughout, the contagious rhythm of the American
Negro 1 s cake-walk, a dance rhythm ahich was, in 1JC8 (the time
of Debussy's writing), m popular novelty to European ears. The
composition is fuo.1 of mood, fro:.; the first challenging rhythms
of the dance, through the more seductive middle portion and back
to the recurring cake-vs/alk.
"
Reference: Hazel G. Kinscella, Music and Romance for
Youth . (Camden, New Jersey: R.C.A. Victor Company, 1938) p.k;G9.
It is written in three part form. There is an introduc-
tion of nine measures. Then we hear the gay rhytijos of dance
in the key of e flat, then a very quiet, thoughtful section in
g flat. There is a transition of a few measures, and we hear
the first dance rhytiim again.
•4
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